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The KTG 2820A Device Harness can connect to a variety of Kennedy interface modules.  Which modules you have depends on whether or not you 
want to use the 2820 in conjunction with other stereo and alert devices.  It’s connectors provide power, microphone, intercom, and stereo audio to 
and from the 2820 device. 

Don’t be intimidated by the large number of connectors in front of you.

The 2820A harnesses’ black connectors can only be mated with another module in its proper place. You cannot connect the harness and 
modules incorrectly, so don’t worry.

IF THE CONNECTORS MATE, THEY ARE CONNECTED PROPERLY. 
(All the connectors should have a mate.)  

The KTG 2820A Device Harnesses’ white power plug connects to either a KTG interface unit per that unit’s instructions or directly to a KTG 
Power Harness.  

Use the tie wraps provided to strap the cable down between the 2820 device and the Kennedy interface module(s).

NOTES;
1. The Garmin 2820 audio jack needs to be programmed  to "Headphone" mode, otherwise sound quality will be poor (might get a 
buzzing/feedback, or no audio, or garbled audio).  To do this touch the appropriate menu items on the 2820.

2. To hear audio through the intercom instead of the aux audio system, disconnect the 2820A harnesses’ 3.5mm stereo plug from the 2820.
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J1:  Mono audio from P2.  Can connect to SingleSet, DualSet, MC/2820-AUX/ICS/MIC
P1:  Stereo audio to P4.  Connects to 2820 device.
P2: Power from P3 and mono audio to J1. Connects to 2820 device.
P3: Power to P2. Can connect to KTG power harness, or power connectors on DualSet, Single or DualAuxADSet, AuxSwitchSet.
P4: Stereo audio from P1. Can connect to IsoSet2, AuxSwitchSet, Single or DualAuxADSet, CellSet MC/2820-AUX/ICS/MIC
P5: Mic audio from P6. Connects to 2820 device.
P6: Mic audio to P5. Can connect to CellSet MC/2820-MIC or CellSet MC/2820-AUX/ICS/MIC

P3 - White, 
2 circuit plug 

P6 - Black, 
2 circuit plug 

P4 - Black, 
3 circuit plug

J1 - Black, 
2 circuit jack

P1 - 3.5 mm 
stereo plug

P5 - 2.5 mm 
mono plug

P2 - Garmin shoe connector


